
Absl:racl
This article investigates fillet ~eatures consequent to tooth grind-

ing by generating m thods. Fillets resuJting from tooth cutting and
tooth grinding at different pl'e5sure angles and with different posi-
'tions of th grinding wheel aN compared. Wa.'j'5to improve the final
fillet of the ground teeth with regard to toolh strengthand noise,
as well as the grinding conditions, are shown. "Undergrindlng" is
defined and special designs for noiseless gears are described.

Introduction
Tooth fillets of involute gears oHen are more important

than the involute itself in determining manufacturing cost,
precision and gear pair ,operating success. The purpose of this
study is to illustrate fea.tures of tooth Fillets as they aHoct
manufacturing conditions on grinding machines and as they
pertain '10 gear strength and noise in gear operation.

Tooth generating methods are considered. The computa-
tions extend the procedure in Reference 1 to helical. gears,
using the criterion of Salamoun and SuchyW and are applied
to both tooth cutting and grinding. (See Appendix A.) A
rigorous approach for helical fillets should consider the con-
jugation of either tools or grinding. wheels with the generated

teeth in the space, but an approximation of the adopted pro-
cedure is more than sufficient for the engineers investigations,
as it does not concern the mating flanks of the gears ofapalr,
but only Hllet forms.
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The computation is extended for helical gears to a "nor-
mal coordinate," whose abscissa is the half-ellipse chord nor-
mal for the local helix according to Castellani'!'. This
criterion is preferable to that of actual spur gears because the
computed limit between involute and fillet remains exactly
the same as for the transverse section, and is also the same
for tooth undercutting or undergrinding. Nevertheless, we
checked that no appreciable difference exists between the p!ot-
lings based on "normal coordinates" and plottings of actual
teeth as far as the assessment of the fillet quality is concerned.

Plotted and manufactured examples of typical grindings
of hobbed or rack-cut industrial gears are given and a
generalization is made. The effects of different grinding
methods and criteria ale compared. Special attention is given
to an uncommon grinding method adopting an increased
pressure angle, whose mathematical basis is the same as for
the contrary method used in older machines for 150 grinding
of teeth cut by a 200 pressure angle.(4)

Regarding gear strength, neither AGMA 218.01(5. nor ISO
6337(6) give any indications of the effect of grinding steps at
the tooth root of gears that are cut without a. protuberance
or with an insufficient one. Entwurf DIN 399011980(7) does,
but, in our opinion. its experimental basis(8) should be
widened. On the other hand, the number of possibilities is
infinite. Computer analysis can serve not only to avoid
dangerous "notches in the notch" in specific cases, but also

1<,,1 (Ksl)

to identify the grinding methods and parameters which are
more likely to improve strength. In the future, tests might
be restricted to convent nt cases.

Fillet analysis has two effects on gear noise. It helps avoid
raise contacts for industrial gears and enables special gear
designs to be adopted for special cases.

Grinding Tooth FiUets of Gears for a Speed Reducer
let us consider a. gear pair, AlB, designed for a nominal

gear ratio of 3.55 and a center distance of ill mm. The main
data are given in Fig. 1a for the pinion and in Fig.2 for the
gear. The teeth are hobbed without protuberances and ground
by a wheel that has no facility for rounding the tip edge, (1.lG

- 0, but permits any pressure angle.
Pinion A. Fig. Ib is the complete drawing of a tooth and

Fig. Ic is the detail of the tooth fillet. both ground. by a 24
grinding wheel. Figs. Id, e, and f show fillets obtained by
a 20' grinding wheel in various radial positions. An arc, cf.
indicates the limit of the contact with the mating gear. The
arcs, pfO and pfG, relate to the involute limits obtained by
hob bing and by grinding respectively. The point IG is the
lower limit of the ground fillet.

In Fig. Ld, we consider the same grinding limit r,pIC -
25.36 as in Fig. 1c. In Fig. Le the limits of the involutes ob-
tained by hobbing and by gr:inding coincide. In Fig. If the

radius of the fictitious root circle generated by
the grinding wheel
radius at the inner end of grinding
radius of the diameter dp10
radius at the inner limit of the ground involute
ellipse chord normal to tip helices; i.e.. normal
tip thickness
protuberance amount
grinding stock
nominal coefficient of addendum modification
tooth number
normal reference pressure angle
normal reference pressure angle at grinding
reference helix angle
reference helix angle at grinding
radius of the tip edge rounding of the 100]

radius of the tip edge rounding of the grinding
wheel

We shall call "grinding step" the variation in the slope
of the tooth profile where a ground zone connects with a

Nomenclature

(Note: symbols in parentheses relate to computer outputs.)

a' (A')
da! {DaD
dd (Dd)
dr (Of)
dpfQ (Dpf0)

h.u (Hal')
hao (Ha0)

IbnO (lbn0)

m; (Mn)
mnG (MnG)
raJ (Ra!)
fd (Ref)
rf (Rf)
rfG (RfG)

operating center distance
tip diameter at the outer contact end
root diameter at the inner contact end
root diameter
diameter at the inner limit of the involute
generated by cutting
addendum of the reference rack
addendum of the generating rack, either hob
or rack-cutter
final reduction of normal base thickness of a
tooth with regard to the nominal one
"reduction" of the normal base thickness after
cutting: It is usually negative if the tooth must
be ground.
tooth shortening coefficient for the outer con-
tact end
reference normal module
reference normal module at grinding
radius of the diameter dar
radius of the diameter dd
root radius
radius of the fictitious root circle generated by
the center of the tip edge arc of the grinding
wheel
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rf(,,o (RfG0)

fIG (RIG)
rplO (Rpf0)
rpfG (RpfG)
s~t\ (S-aN)

llo (U0)
US (Us)
x (X)
z (Z)
an (an)
allG (cmG)
t3 ({3)
t3G (t3G)
(1••0 (roa0)
QaG (roaG)

cut one.
Further nomenclature is given in Appendix A.
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DRAWING·HOBBIill G'ROUND GEAR TEETH

General Data

Har/Mn .. 1
Mn .. 4
Z .. 13
HaO/Mn - 1.337
lJO/Mn-O
IbnO/Mn .. - .05
Dal'" 64.7
S- aN .. 2.019
DptO - SO.fl73
Oct - 51.17 !theoretical),

an - 20
fJ - 16.2666667
X - .348B3
roaD/Mn- .2
Us(mm) ... 12
Ilbn/Mn - .'01'
IKsl - .03239'
:Df = 46.848

a
NORMAL roors COORDINATES

RaJ Rpro RI
32.35025.337 23.424

PINION A
of a g,ear-lPai rA/B

Center distance:

a' = 1 25

Grinding Data

anG .. 20 roa.G/M n - 0
RrG .. 24.162 RIGO .. 24.152
A/1fG - 25.38 AI • 23.424
Lower limit 01ground flUet
RIG- 24.302
Tip thickneas 01grinding wheel:
<2.92

..nG- 24
RpIG.25.36

rosG/Mn- 0
RIGO - ,23.524

d
'NORMAL TOOTH FILLET COORDINATES

c
3
3

l

Grinding Oats

cmG .. 20 roaG/Mn - 0
Rlg- 23.956 RrGO - 23.958
Apm - 25.337 AI .. ,23.424
Lower IIImil of groy ndflllet:
RIG .. 24.025 -
Tip thickness 01 grinding wl1eel:
<2.778

NORMAL rOOTH FILLET COORDINATES

1
I
I
I
i

Fig. t - Data (a), drawing of a tooth (b) and various fillet grindings (c.d.e.f) of a pinion A.
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Grinding Da!a

"nG .. 24 roaGIMn II 0
trG-.16.7457612 MnG .. 4.1144865
RIG - 23.524 AIGO .. 23.524
ApIG - ~5.36 _ Af .. 23.424
lower limit 01 ground mle!:
AIG ... 23.527
np thickness 01grinding wheel:
< 1.9'72

NORMAL TOOTH FILLET COORDINATES

Grinding Da.l~with Undergrinding
(undergr. IImll: RIG ~ 23.68)

anG - 2.0 roaGIMn _ 0
RIG·, 23.524 RrGO - 23.524
RplG - 25.326 Flf - 23.424
lower limit of ground flllet:
RIG ~ 23.524-
np thickness 01grinding Whlllll:
<2.463e
NOAMAL TOOTH FILLET COORDINATES

c

f

.
I
i.

1
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ORAWING·HOBBEO GROUND GEAR TEETH NORMAL TOOTHCOOAOINATES NORMAL TOOTH FI LLET COORDINATES

General Data

an - 20
fJ ~ 16.2666667
X -.2
roaO/Mn = ..2
Us{mm)m .12
lbn/Mn= .018
Ksl = .03412
Of = 183.068

HarIMn,= 1
'Mn = 4
Z ~ 46
HaO/Mn.= 1.337
UO/Mn= 0
IbnOIMn = - .042
Oal = 201
S-aN= 3.023
OpfO =185.195
Del = 188.38 (theoretical)

GEAH B
of a gear-pair A/8

Center distance:
a';;;; 125 10mmL-- ---' lmm

anG- 24
RpfG- 92.93

roaGIMnz 0
RrGO ~ 91.634

\, \
". \
"", pIG~.--~----------~

\.\ pro .- - '"',,-',- - - , - - - - - - - - - -1
\..""" ".....

\;"'.

\~~ ,
"-",- 1

.."'--------l.
'-------'

1

Fig. .2- Data. tooth and fillet of a Gear B. ground by 24" pressure angle.

radial position of the grinding wheel is the same as in Fig. lc.
Its tip is 0.1 mm from the tooth root, and the fictitious root
circle generated by grinding has a radius rfGo - 23.524,
while the actual root radius obtained by hobbing is rf -
23.424 mm.

Theoretical and pra:::tical false contact. The contact limit
radius, rd, must be greater than the calculated involute limit,
rpfG' to avoid theoretical false contacts. A good margin be-
tween the two circles is needed, especially if the grinding
machine has no apparatus for sharpening the grinding wheel
periodically. In fact, the tip of the grinding wheel wears more
rapidly than. the internal zone of its profile. Thus, a promi-
nent error can arise in the generated involute in the extreme
region towards the tooth root, so that we would get a prac-
tical false contact, even if not a theoretical one, as well as
noise and dynamic overloads.

(Tip reliefs of the mating gear may somehow compensate
for the effects of a fillet contact or of an involute error, but
this compensation is unpredictable, and it is not the intended
purpose of the elastic deformation of the teeth already in
mesh.)

In our case, the grinding machine is equipped with
automatic sharpening apparatus and the margin between rd
and rpfGis sufficient. We observe that it varies very little ac-
cording to the methods and the positions of the grinding
wheel. (See Fig. 1.)

Observation.s on the ground fillets of the Pinion A. Grind-
ing operators very often bring the grinding wheel very dose
to the root of the tooth space for two main reasons. First,
if they are conscious of the risk of false contacts, they wish
to achieve the maximum margin against it. On the other
hand, if they are not, they prefer that no grinding step be
too visible. Such indiscriminate practice usually removes a
large amount of metal at the tooth root when grinding with
the same pressure angle as in cutting. (See Fig. 1f.) This has

two disadvantages: The carburized layer of case-hardened
gears is reduced, and the grinding wheel needs frequent
sharpenings. Furthermore, the grind operation is heavy,
which can badly af.fect the precision grade of the teeth. If there
is any vibration, the heavy operation will worsen it.

On the other hand, if we content ourselves with shorter
ground fillets like those in Figs. Id or Ie, then the grinding
step is not too bad. In our case, it is much worse For high
tooth numbers, high helix angles and high addendum
modifications. However, such a step seriously impairs gear
strength because it is not very far from the point of max-
imum stress of the decisive cut profile. (8) In any case, the
plottings enable a compromise choice.

But we have a better option. If we grind the tooth with
an increased pressure angle, we obtain a gradual diminution
of the ground metal amount and a lighter operation. We can
also expect improved gear strength because the ground fillet
has a smaller curvature and covers the zone of maximum local
stress(9) where it is advantageous to have low surface rough-
ness .. Both influences are taken into account by the general
ISO and DIN ratings.(6,7) See the example of Fig. lc in the
case of Pinion A.

Plotting enables us to optimize the combination of pressure
angle and grinding wheel position, as it is not always prac-
tical to bring the grinding wheel close to the tooth root.

Gear B. In Fig. 2 we give data and plottings for Gear B
as ground with a 24° pressure angle. The contact limit is out
of the field of the plotted fillet. This is usual for the bigger
gear of a pair. There isa good margin between contact and
involute limits.

We performed two manu.facturing tests of this gear by
grinding it close to the tooth root with 24° and 20° pressure
angles. (See Figs. 3a and 3b.) The fillets are plotted in the
transverse section in Figs. 4a and 4b to compare them with
the photos. Note that the operator brought the grinding wheel
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Great American Gearmakers demand maximum production, highest quality, mini-
mum downtime and fast payback from their equipment suppliers. That's exactly what
CrMA- SA delivers ... with global technology and state-of-the-art control on each and
every gear hobber.

From stand alone units ... to semi-automatics ... to fully automatic hobbers (for FMS
Cells), CIMA-USA brings World Class hobbing machine design (0 the gem' industry with
operator-friendly, easily maintainable componentry and control.

Built laugh 10 withstand rigorous gear making conditions, CIMA- SA hobbers
employ double ribbed wall meehanite con truction for maximum stiffness and resistance
to torsional and bending tresses. The worktable is compos-ed of case hardened and
tempered steel for maximum durability. All moving and stationary components are

designed with one thing in mind ... years and
years of optimum performance.

CIMA-USA offer an abundance of
standard features like: 6 axis operation. full
thermal compensation. air-conditioned cabi-
netry. 4 synchronized software control options,
and semi-automatic hob changing. With
options for differential feeding, fully automatic
hob changing. automatic fixture change and a
host of loading configurations, CIMA-USA can
custom-build a machine 10 match your exact.
specifications.

Product innovation constitutes the future
at C[MA-USA. To keep Great American
Gearmakers competitive in a rapidly changing
marketplace. CJMA-USA recently introduced
the Model 160. a compact. 6 a is bobber
featuring higher table and hob head speeds.
New models. soon to be introduced include a
larger diameter hobbcr and a highly specialized
grinder for cost-effective production of
"ground quality" gearing.

CIMA-USA is proud to serve Great
American Gearmakers with equipment that
REDU· , YCLE TIM· •.IMPROVES or
MO ITORS QUALITY ::md I CREASES
SHOP PROFIT ABILITY. And. we support
equipment with unparalleled spare pans &
service cupability ... if ir's ever required.

Ask our sales representative for further
details or contact CI MA-USA. Division of
GDPM Inc .. 501 Southlake Blvd .• Richmond,
VA 23236. Phone (804) 794-1,1764,
FAX (!l04) 794-6\87, Telex 6844252.

Cnll"\.220

C]MA 3:50

Global Technology with a V.,S. Base
CIRCLE A-12 ON REA!DER REPLYCARD



Fig. 3a.- Teeth of Gear B ground by 24 pressure angle. Fig. 3b- Teeth of Gea:r B ground by 20° pressure angle.

TRANSVERSE TOOTH FILLET COORDINATES TI'IANSVERSE TOOTH FILLET COORDINATES

a
\\\

\. \ pIG .. '

\\\ pro . !-\--------------1
'. , '

\\ I
II

"\,~\.
\~"'"".-,-.........~-----llmm

Grinding Data

"nO - .24 roaGJMn ~ .0
~O ~ 16.7457612 MnG= 4.1144865
RIG = 91.634 RIGO = 91.634
RptG = 92.93 Rt =91.534
LOwer limit 01 ground fillet:
RIG= 91.652
Tip thickness of grindmg wheel:
< 1.736

b
1

\ \
\ \

\ \

\. \ ptO ,-~~--------------1
\. \. pIG !
\ \
\ \, \

\ \
\', .~~".

~ .......
lmm -----~

Grinding Data

anG ~ 20 roaG/Mn = 0
RfG =91.634 RIGO. 91.634
RplG = 92.3.02 Rt - 91.534
~Qwer Iimil of ground !illet:
RIG= 91.634
Tip thickness of grinding wheel:
<2.463

.Fig.4- Tooth fillets of Fig. 3 plotted in the transverse section.

a little closer to the tooth root in these areas. Similar obser-
vations can be made for Pinion A. (See above.)

Gear Hobbed with an Insulfictent Protuberance
Fig, 5 gives data and plottings of a gear specially designed

for bobbing with a non-standard hob with protuberance and
increased tooth height. The gear works as the driving ele-
ment of a speed increaser, which motivates the relatively high
addendum modification.

The grinding was planned for the 0° metnod.f10J This
method gives no ground fillets out of the basis circle. The

26 Gear Technology

ground involute should connect with the hobbed fillet without
any step or with a very slight one. But for the examined gear,
case-hardening caused distortions and general size increases,
so that the data given in Fig. 5 correspond to the actual situa-
tion after neat treatment, and the grinding stock to be re-
moved was too large for the protuberance. (See Appendix
A) Therefore, it was impossible to avoid grinding steps such
as presented in Fig. 6.

Jn such cases, plotting of hobbed fil1ets helps. us to choose
the grinding limit and minimize steps, as in fig. 6a. Other-



NORMAL TOOTH IFILLET COORDINATEORAWING·HOBBE[)'GROUNO GEAR TEETH NORMAL TOOTH COORDINATES

General Oala

i-IarfMn Kl.2 an .. 20
Mn .. 6 (j - 30
Z .. ,88 X _ .68433
HaOfMn - I .525, roaO/Mn - .35
UOfMn - .026 Us(mml- .21
IbnOJMn.. - .05 Ibn/Mn - .02
Dill .. 618.4 Ksl ... 00312
S - aN - 3.383 01 .. 586.615
OplO - 591.533 (with protuberance)

'-I., '", '.
" ..
\ I
\ !

\ \
\\ plO I

- ~,; ~ - - \ I, - - - - - - - - - - - - - -1
r

Grinding Oala

anO z 24 roaGIMn .. 0
tIG - 30.9514001 MnG- 6.1717298
RIG ~ 293.657 RIGO - 293.657
RplG = 295.228 Rf .. 293.307
Lower umu 01ground fillel:
Am .. 293, 736
Tip thickness 01grinding wheel.
< 1.724 10mm----~

,
-,

lmm

Fig. s- Tooth involute and fillet grinding by 24 pressure angle of a gear hobbed with protuberance.

wise, worse steps carroccur, and, in fact, 'they are frequent
in industrial practice, even dose to' the tooth root, (See Figs.
eb and c.) Of course, this does not invalidate the 10"method;
it just indicates that a greater protuberance is needed, but
it also raisesthe problem of saving a costly gear.

Common 200 grinding (rigs. 7a and7b) makes the step
less sharp, apparently by creating some ground fillets, but
'these are extremely short with a high curvature due to higher
tooth number, higher addendum modification and higher
helix angle than the teeth in Figs. 1 and 2. A completely
satisfactory connection between cut and ground fillets by 20"
grinding can only be obtained if the grinding wheel can have
its tip edge rounded. (See Fig. 7c where a rounding radius,
eaG = 0.24, has been adopted.)

A similar good connection and an even better curvature
radius of the ground fatet can be achieved by using a 24"
grinding as in Fig, 5 without any rounding of 'the tip edge
of the grinding wheel. (Note that not all grinding machines
permit such pressure angles, but they do not enable tip edge
rounding either. In general, in available machines the pressure
angle is obtained by means of sharpening rather than by the
inclination of the grinding wheel.) InaU cases, plotting is
necessary to optimizeeither the tip edge rounding or the
pressure angle of the grinding wheel. as wen as its radial
position.

Undergrinding
Let us compare "undergrinding" to "undercutting": a tooth

is underground when the generation of the nllet removes a
portion of th generated involute, so that the radius at the
inner limit of the ground involute is greater than the base
radius with a step. The computer signals undergrinding in
Fig. If because the tip of the grinding wheel should be at a
radius of rfG - 23.68 mm instead of 23.524 to avoid the
problem.

Deliberate Undergr:inding ola Plnjon Tooth
Like undercuttin-8,[]lI undergrinding does not always

mean poor design criteria. On the contrary. it can improve
reliability against false contacts to such an extent that the
theoretical involute limit can coincide with t.he contact limit
without drawbacks. There are two reasons for this: The slight
step between the involute and the ground fillet, and the fact
that the involute limit is ground, not by the tip edge of 'the
grinding wheel. but by a point a little away from the edge.

This possibility contributes to obtaining higher contact
ratios, together with low pressure angles and/ or greater tooth
heights. Theoretical investigations (121 show that SpW' gears
with contact ratios greater than 2 have less tendency to dynamic
overloads, and industrial experience with some of Castellani's
designs confirms that gears (both spur and helical) wirh such
contact ratios can be satisfactorily noiseless. This conclusion
is supported by some published industrial l'esults.C1JI

Undergrinding in itself does not diminish gear strength. Th
strength diminution due to a lower module and unlavorabl
tooth form 'C<1nbe compensated for in part by good curvatur
radius and low roughness of the fillet zone. Such compensa-
tion requirescareful determination of the fillet features so that
grinding covers the zone of maximum stress, and 'the trend
of the ground fillet.is correct. The choice of the pressure angle
and of the grinding wheel position greatly affect the fillet
featur,es.

As an example, let us propose the problem of designing
a spur gear pair for 3. low noise level, with the same 'Genter
distance and about the same gear ratio as the gear part A lB.
(See Figs. 1 and 2.) We want to employ a readily available
European hob which has a 150 pressure angle.

The main data for the pinion are reported in Fig. 8. The
gear has 98 teeth and a tip diameter of 197.7 mrn, which
relates to the contact limit of the pinion cI." - 54.092.coin-
ciding in turn with the base diameter. FoUowing the choioe
of the grinding data with an 18 pressure angle, we obtain
a.good ground fillet with a moderate undergrinding. We po i-
tion the grinding wheel at a fictitious radius rfGO- 25.485;
whereas, [!GO - Tre - 25.722 m:m would avoid undergrind-
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",nG= 0
RpIG= 294.8

roaGIMn- 0
RI .. 293.307

NORMAL TOOTH FILLET COORDINATES

\\
\\

\ '.
\ \
\\
\ \ oro

- - - - - -~T' of" ..... - • - - - - - - - ,- - - ...

\ I I
\." !\\ IPfG\ j

\ .
" I<,

"'---J

a

1mm

Fig.6-0' grinding of the gear in Fig. 5.

",no' = 0
RpfG= 294

roaGIMn= 0
RI = 293.307

NORMAL TOOTH FILLET COORDINATES

I
\\
\ \ I. "

b \.'. I
\ "-
\ \-----\,\--------------i

\\ I,.;:,

\\
\\ ~ I
'--. "...

'~------i1mm

"nG~ 0
RpfG - 293.363

roaGIMn= 0
RI ,= .293.307

",nG = 20 roaG/Mn = 0
RIG = 295.02 RIGO = 295.02
ApfG = 295.1 Af = 293.307
Lower limit 01 grQund fi lIet:
RIG= 295.02
np thickness 01 grlndingl wheel:
<4.011

NOAMAL TOOTH FILLET COORDINATES

\\
\ \
\\

.., \
\ \ pia !------\1--------------1

piG \\ .

\
\ -, i

"'''--J

a

lmm

Fig. 7-20' grinding of the gear in Fig. 5.

",nG= 20 roaGIMn=O
RIGI = 293.407 RIGa = 293.407
RpfG = .293.603 Rf = 293.307
Lower limit 01 ground fillet:
RIG = 293.407
Tip thickness 01grinding wheel:
<2.837

NORMAL TOOTH FILLET COORDINATES

\ \
\ \
\. \b ',',
\ '\'\ ..., .

....\ I-- ----'\.,,-------------_..:
\ J {

'.\ .
\~ !
'\\ I
...:;:.. I
\- -. ,

\

'.
tmm

ing. The difference is small, but sufficient to ensure that no
practical false contact will arise. The involute limit, rpfG -
27.048 mm, is just a little greater than the base radius and
does not hinder the achievement of a 2.21 contact ratio, as
rd and rpfGare practically equal.

Summary
In the previous paragraphs we have seen typical examples

of fillets generated by both common and less usual pro-
cedures. Now we want to classify fillets by some other well-
known features.

Influencing parameters. The f.eatures of the fillet as well
as the trend and the amount of metal. to be removed depend
on the following:

28 Gear Technology

NOAMAL TOOTH FILLET CooRDINAT'ES

c

- the grinding pressure angle Cl:nC;

- the radius of the tip edge rounding of the grinding wheel,
eaC, which is often zero;

- the radial position of the grinding wheel, expressed by
the difference, rpGO - rf, between the root radius
generated by grinding, usually fictitious for industrial
gears, and the radius generated by cutting, usually real.

As for the influence of the parameters of the gear itself,
higher normal pressure angle, higher helix angle, higher tooth
number and higher addendum modification create shorter
fillets, both cut and ground. (For OC grinding, see below.)

00 grinding. There is no ground fillet except for undergrind-
ing, A proper choice of protuberance ensures a good con-
nection between involute and fillet. Sharp grinding steps are

"nG, = 20 roaGIM n = .24
RIG -294.605 ArGO = 293.658
AprG~ 294.71 AI = 293.307
Lower limit of ground lillet:
RIG - 293.951
Theorelicallip Ihickness or grinding wheel
< 3.019'

NORMAL TOOTH FIL'LETCOOADINATES

c
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Matrix CNC Thread Grinders ...

•••Dramatic.ally' ~/ash
ProductIon TIme!

CNC Thread Grinders from Matrix can
drastically reduce your production lime.
Programmable control of infeed and
auto-grind cycle, plunge grinding: cycles
and dressing, combined with the largest
family of thread grinders in the world,
make Matrix the logical choice to solve
your girinding problems regardless of
material or application.

Appropriate to a. multitude of applica-
tions, Matrix CNC Thread Grinders are
ideal for ball screw production, internal
and external A. P. I. grinding, worm grin-
ding, micrometer and surg,ical screw
production, g.rinding the tracks in recir-
culating ball nuts, and many more.
These Matrix machines can handle
almost any aspect of precision grinding.

16001 4150 5150 69001 7000
Series Series Series lnlemal Lg. Capacity

Swing over table ways 8" 15"-75" 15"-75" Hi" 15.5"
Distance between centers 18" 49" 90" - -

1~
MaxImum ground length 8" 41" i- 78" 118" I 161"
Maximum jjfound diameter 8" 12.5" 12.5" 10" I 10"
Grinding wheel dameter 14 ' - I 20" 1" to 5" I 20"
HP of wheelhead drive ! 5 and 7'L~ 10, 20 or 25 '10, 20 or ~ __ 5 10, 20 or 25
Helix of wheel, LH & RH 200 1 45° 45D 100 -

24°I

Workhead thru bore 1.5" 3 97" J- 3 97" NlA .I 61.4". ,-'

Internal or external threads 01 virtually
any form, single or multi-start, right or
left hand, parallel or tapered can be
easily ground with or without relief. 1\
only lakes the right Matrix CNC Thread
Grinder for the Job.

Choices of wheel dressing units are
available in conventional template or
dresser arm style, diamond roll, crush
roll plus a versatile CNC Dress un.t,

Several of the more popular Matrix
thread! grinding: models are shown in the
table at left. Details on other models
available can be obtained by writing or
calling, Matrix-Churchill Corporation,
5903 Harper Road, Solon, Ohio 44139
Of 21,6/248·7950. FAX 216-248-7981.

IMATRIX-CHURCHILL I
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DRAWING HOBBE[)'GROU ND·GEAR TEETHI
TOOTH COORDINATES

General Data

HarlMn = l' an .. 15
'Mn - 2 I'l .. 0
Z .. 28 X~O
HaO/Mn .. 1.40749 roaOIMn ... 2
UOIMn .. 0 Us(mm) = .082
IbnO/Mn .. - .062 Ibn/Mn = .02
Dal - 60.4 Ksl = -.1
5 - aN - 1.557 Of .. 50.849'
DpfO - 54.111 (with undercut)
Del .. 54 092 (theoretical)

Grinding data with undergrinding
(undergri nding limit: RIG .. 25.722)

anG- 18
MnG= 2.031269
RIG .. 25.485
RpfG - 27.048
Lower Iimit '01ground flllet;
RIG .. 25.485-
Tip thickness of grinding wheel:
< 1.404

roaG/Mn=O
RIGO =25.485
RI = 25.425

TOOTH FILLET COORDINATES

\\
\ "
... ~.
\\, ,

'\ \

\\
\\ pfO

lmm
~"~L.

-.-..:....--.~---!I

Fig. a-Pinion hobbed by 150 and ground by 180 pressure angles with undergrinding.

unavoidable for gears cut without protuberance or with in-
sufficient protuberance. (See Fig. 6.)

a"G ,- an, eaG = O. With sufficient protuberance-no
ground fillet except for ground fillet stretches following in-
correct positioning of the grinding wheel.

Without protuberance - ground fillet stretch of widely dif-
ferent form and extent and various steps with the cut pro-
file. (See Pigs, Id, e, F, 4b, 7a, b.)

O:"G - an,eaG > 0 or a"G > an' !laG -0. Both methods
are applicable for pressure angles obtained by dressing rather
than by inclination of the grinding wheel. The first one re-
quires special dressing facilities. Both methods enable smaller
steps a_ndlower .fillet curvature, provided the grinding
parameters are well chosen ..(See Fig. 7c for the first case and
figs. lc, 2, 4a, 5 and 8 for the second use.)

anG < an- Some grinding machines do not permit opera-
tion beyond a given pressure angle. For instance, let us sup-
pose that we cut at 250

, but must grind at 200
• Then the op-

posite tendencies must be expected, because of an increase
of the pressure angle: Wider margins between contact and
involute limits at pinion root, but worse fillet features for
gears cut without protuberance.

Ilndergrinding. Undergrinding can occur when using the
00 method following incorrect choice or grinding parameters,
and in this case it should be considered an anomaly, as it
can accompany pronounced (even if not sharp) steps, bad
curvature and excess metaJ removal, See, for instance, the
"Pnilradvariante Nr. 2(Y' (8) that showed a loss of nearly
70% in fatigue resistance as compared to similar teeth free
from grinding steps.

If the teeth are ground by a proper choke of the pressure
angle, then undergrinding can help achieve a high contact
ratio. It enables extension of the contact as far as the
theoretical limit of the involute toward the pinion root
without any risk of practical falsecontact. This may be essen-
tial to achieve noiseless working of the gear pair.

Limitations. When deciding the grinding specifications, two
limitations cannot be disregarded: Theoretical false contact
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and inadequate tip thickness of the grinding wheel when the
pressure angle is obtained by means of dressing.

It is always necessary to obtain an involute limit radius,
rpfG, less than the contact limit radius, rd, to accomplish the
first condition, A further margin is necessary to guard against
practical false contacts due to involute errors. or due to the
frequency of grinding wheel dressings, except in undergrind-
ing. For sharp and deep grinding steps, it may be necessary
to ascertain that the intersection point of the ground zone
with the cut fillet does not interfere with the tip edge of the
mating gear ,(10)

The second condition is bound up with the necessity of
grinding one tooth flank. at a time and is related to the
material of the grinding wheel and the amount ·of metal to
be removed.

Both conditions are more restrictive for grinding witha
rounded tip edge of the grinding wheel or by an. increased
pressure angle. On the other hand, tip thickness of the grind-
ing wheel usually is not a problem for industrial grindings
,that do not affect the root circle. As for the false contacts,
this is never a problem for the greater gear of a gear pair.
For the pinion, it just. means that proper investigation must
be made.

Strength and Strength Rating. Fillet features greatly affect
fatigue strength and, to lesser extent, static strength of the tooth
root. Even for case-hardened gears, Winter and Wirth (8) state
that problems in reducing the case-hardened layer by grinding
and in altering the residual compressive stresses are less impor-
tant than the geometrical form of the fillet. Then fillet cur-
vature, grinding extension and depth, and localization of the
intersection point between grinding and cut fillet are decisive.

If a ground fillet covers the zone of maximum stress, then
the general ISO or DIN rating of the stress correction fac-
tors can be provisionally applied by taking into account both
Iillet curvature and surface roughness.(6,7)

Of course, specific tests would be welcome in the future,
and the comparison between gradually ground fillets and
fillets free from grinding as cut by protuberance tools would



be interesting. But in any case, there is no doubt that either
solution is far better than continuing to create fillets affected
by dangerous steps that are still so frcequent in industrial gear-
ing. Such fillets are not likely to be justified in the future
because improved computation will enable us to avoid them.

Noise. Fillet features aHect gear noise in two ways:
Negatively if false contacts, either theoretical or practical,
arise, and positively by ensuring extension of the contact and
increase of the contact ratio when desired by means of
undergrinding.

Manufacturing Conditions Or! Grinding Machines. For
gears cut without protuberance, fiUetsground gradually
wi.thout excessive metal removal make operation easier,
reduce the risk of vibrations and improve tooth precision.
If we compare teeth ground to near the root by different
methods, the rounding of the tip of the grinding wheel im-
proves fillets, but increases costs. But an increased grinding
pressure angle (with a sharp tip edge of the grinding wheel)
lowers costs of the machining in itself, as less frequent
sharpening of the grinding wheel is needed. The cost of the
first sharpening of the grinding wheel does not practically
increase general costs if a constant pI'eSSUlIeangle'C(nG, is
adopted for a given kind of gear design, or if it is not impor-
tant when proper grinding of a large gear is involved. Cut-
ting with wide protuberances lowers grinding costs, but in-
creases the cost of the hob cutters, 'especially if specific pro-
tuberances are adopted for specific gears.

General Observations. The analyses of some of these ex-

amples may seem to imply that the problem of setting up
the grinding wheel is critical, especially for big case-hardened
gears, which can grow and distort in irregular ways because
of heat treatment. However, computer analyses enable us to
identify the kind of procedure that affords the widest pro-
tection against every possible drawback.

Let us consider the gear in Figs. 5, 6, and 7. The gear was
planned for a grinding stock of 0.12 mm and was hobbed
with a hob addendum, hao - 1.5 m.; (The value reported
in Fig. 5 is fictitious according to Appendix. A, "Fillet Analysis
After Heat Treatment.") Let us suppose that in some tooth
zone it did not grow and distort at aU, whereas, in some other
zone it grew and distorted much worse than in Fig. 5; that
is, it reached a root diameter of dr - 586.95 mm and re-
quired a grinding stock, Us -0.294 mm to be removed. Ii
we then set up the grinding wheel as in Fig. 7b, we would
obtain the fillets of Fig. 9a, where there is an unground fillet
stretch anda bad notch at the tooth root, or 9b, where a
full grinding of the tooth root is shown. This last condition
is unusual for industrial gears and dangerous in this case,
because of the great variation of the grinding stock. But if
we set up a 240 grinding wheel exactly as in Fig. 5, we ob-
tain the fillets of Fig. 10, both more than acceptable. Thus
the plotting after heat treatment enables us to choose the grin-
ding parameters more likely to avoid trouble. It must be
stressed that the grinding problems of the cited gear were due
to a manufacturing error: a greater protuberance should have
been adopted, On the other hand, it is well known that

Technical !Ed'u,cation Seminars
Your technology has to be the best. To help you, AGMA has
initiated a series of seminars - each concentratiiing 'on one
detailed aspect of gear t'echnology" Registration is limited to
preserve classroom interaction, so reserve your see: now!

March 7-8, 1989
Source Insp,ection of Loose Ge,ars
From the Customer's Standpoint

Rochester, New York
Bob Smith, R.E. Smith and Co., Inc.

Customers and Quality Assurance personnel are
among those who will benefit from Bob Smith's
seminar on inspection techniques for determin-
ing the quality of unassembled gears. Inspection
techniques will be examined and discussed in de-
tail. Following the seminar, a hands-on demon-
stratton at the Gleason Works will equip you to
determine if gear quality meets specifications.

May 2, 1989
Gea~rMath at the Shop Level for the

Gear Shop lForeman
Cincinnati, Ohio

Don McViWe, Gear Engineers,. Inc.
The math required to set up machine tools for
cutting standard and non-standard gears can be
easily [earned by a foreman with shop level
background and experience. Some algebra and
trigonometry are used. but no college level math
is required. The participants will learn how to
apply the precise calculations necessary to set up
the tools to cut non-standard gears with a stan-
dard cutter.

Cost of each seminar is $29'5 for AGMA members and $395 for non-members.
Can AGMA Headquarters at (7'03,) 684-0211 for more information on these seminars.
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Fig.9-20 grinding of a gear similar to Fig. 7b: (a) undeformed: (h) badly
deformed after heat treatment,

growth and distortions, especially of the largest case-hardened
gears, are so unpredictable that a costly preliminary heat
treatment with the sole aim of ascertaining the trend of a par-
ticular gear to deform has been suggested.(l4l If the planned
o grinding is to be maintained for the gear, either a very
ample protuberance must be adopted or th risk of a situa-
tion similar to that of Fig. 6 arises.

In the authors' opinion, grinding steps like those of Fig. 6
should be avoided, although some gears, even with steps like
those in. Fig. 6c, have been known to work for years without
failures. But in other gears, breakages did occur. Of course,

\
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F:ig. 10- 24 grinding of" gear similar 10 Fig. 5· (a) und formed; (h) badly
deformed after heat treatment.

higher safety factors would be needed to avoid such failures,
but, even then, the strength is aleatory because, besides the
bad notch, the grinding may burn the tooth root and cause
crackings,

If grinding facilities and computer analyses do enable us
to obtain a regular fillet, then even a full grinding of the tooth
root may be obtained, like those usually adopted in special
fields to improve reliability, as in the case of certain gears
ground for use in helicopters. Nevertheless, this increases
costs, and we do not think it feasible for common industrial
practice.

,8511 OHIO PIKE,. CINCINNATI. OHIIO 45245, .• 1(5131 752-'60001
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TRUE DIMENSI'ON GEAR .IN:S'PECTIO'N

Provides actual over
ball/pin measure-

ment of any
helical or

spur gear or
spline with-

out the need
of costly

setting masters.

Provides vital
S.P.C. information ..

CAPACITY:
9'" O.D.
8" I.D.



Conclusions
Mathematical methods are supplied in Appendix A to com-

pute cut or ground fillets of both spur and helical gears.
Typical fillet features resulting from different methods of
generating grindings and from various choices of the influ-
encing parameters are examined. A final classification is
made.

Special attention is given to an uncommon grinding
method, namely, grinding at a pressure anglegreater than
that of the cutting tool, which permits fillet features and
lighter manufacturing without protuberance tools or special
sharpening apparatus for the grinding wheels.

False contacts of the operating gear pairs at the pinion tooth
root are either "theoretical" or "practical" ones.

"Undergrinding" is defined and its contributions to the
manufacture of noiseless gears by excluding false contacts and
increasing contact ratios is discussed,

A proper choice of grinding method and of grinding
parameters enables one to obtain gradual fillets covering the
zone of maximum stress with low fillet curvature and low
surface roughness, thus improving the fatigue strength of the
tooth root and making the general strength ratings applicable
to ground teeth while awaiting specific tests.
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Appen~ix A - Fillet Coordinates

Nomenclature
This nomenclature is an addition to the general one.

haG addendum of the grinding wheel
actual gear center
reference radius
base radius
radius at a tooth chord

reference arc thickness in the transverse section
transverse chordal thickness
tooth thickness normal to local helices (ellipse
chord)
coordinates of the center of the tip edge radius
of the generating rack
coordinates of a point of the tip edge arc of the
generating rack

0
r

rb
ry;;

St
Sty

SyN

u. w

, ,
u, w

XgO

Xg

Or:t

{3b
{;

actual coefficient of the addendum modification
at cutting
actual coefficient of the final addendum
modification, here for ground gears
transverse reference pressure angle
base helix angle
angle between a fillet tangent and the tooth axis
in the transverse section, or in general 0 - VI

-11-
rotation angle
angle between the radius vector of a fillet point
and the generating line of tool or grinding wheel

Subscripts
G referring to grinding
n normal to generating rack
t transverse
y referring to a generic cylinder

Tooth data referred to gn'nding, A given pressure angle,
ClnG *- Cln, can be adopted when grinding, provided that the
basic geometric parameters of the tooth flank, rb and {3b're-
main the same and that we obtain the desired tooth thickness.
The reference tooth parameters become fG, {3G,mne, O:tGa~d
the usual gear formulae apply. As in Reference 15

(1)coso, / cos{3 = cosa,/ cos{3b

We have similarly

cosatG/cos{3G = C050:nC/cosi3b (2)
and we deduce that the normal module relating to grinding.
depends solely on the given pressure angle:

As for the helix angle itself, from Reference (15) we deduce

(3)
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nortlln~I_~_
Involyll!'

Fig. n - Thickne s "reductions" in the transverse section.

for a generic cylinder:

sinl3b = sinl3y msany

Hence,
I3G - arcsin (sinl3 cOSQ'n/c05and
fG = Z mnG1(2 cos{3d

(4)

(5)
(6)

Coefficients of the addendum modification. The so-called "ad-
dendum modification" is the distance between reference and
generating lines of the generating rackand is positive if the
reference line is external with respect to the generating line.
This may seem a,simple concept, but when enteringthedetai!s
of cut and ground profiles we must distinguish not less than
four values of the addendum modification (none of which
is the true modification of the addendum, except for particular
cases).

The nominal addendum modifications x mn refer to
nominal gear pairs without tooth backlash; i.e., to the dot-
ted involute in Fig. 11.

(Note that it is just a convention to refer the addendum
modification coefficient to the normal module; thus, we can
maintain it when considering the transverse gear section ..)

A reduction ibt of the transverse base thickness is usually
adopted to contribute to the tooth backlash for the operating
gear pair. Then the final generating addendum modification is

Xg mn = x m, - ibl/{2 sino,} (7)

Let us assume for the moment that 0nG ... an' If the grind-
ing wheel is inclined by f3, the tangents to the base cylinder,
normal to the tooth flank, are inclined by f3b with respect
to the gear axis. Then,

(8)

and

X-g - )( - (ibn/mn)/(2 sinOn)'

as in Reference (15).

(9)
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sinol - sinOnIcos{3b (10)

Tooth cutti.ng must leave a grinding stock

1.1, - (ibn - ibnO)/2 (11)

which defines the value of ibnO' usually negative, because
it is defined as a "reduction" of normal base thickness for
purposes of generalization. Thus a formula similar to
Equation 9 applies for a coefficient relating to cutting:

)(gO - x - (ibnO/mn) 1{2 sinOn) (12)

If we grind the teeth by a pressure angle One '* an,the total
addendum modification is )(gG mnG '* x mnas it refers to
fe '* r. The condition that the transverse reference tooth
thickness remains the same can be applied to calculate xgG.
Since Ste - 51'

(13)

and
XgG- (s, cosl3G/mnG - 7i/2)/(2 tanord (14)

Thus, the formulae regarding addendum modifications also
extend to the grinding conditions.

Note that the tip diameter remains dependent on the
nominal x:

d~1 - m, z/cos{3 + 2 mn (har/mn + x - ksl) (15)

where da] is meant for the contact limit towards the tooth
tip that may be aHected by "sernitopping." and da.1 is
somewhat arbitrary because it depends on our choice of a
tooth shortening coefficient, k.1'

Positioning of the grinding wheel. Unlike the tip radius, the
root radius depends on the actual generating conditions.
Tooth roots usually are not completely ground in industrial
gears so that -

(16)

whereas, the tip of the grinding wheel generates a "root cir-
de" entirely or partly fictitious:

rrcc - mnG z/(2 cos{Jd - haG + XgG mnG (17)

The addendum of the grinding wheeL h.G, is defined simi-
larly to the tool addendum, hao, if the grinding wheel
operates on both flanks at the same time. More often it grinds
one flank ata time. Then we assume freo directly by posi-
tioning the grinding wheel at a. distance, rrco - rr, from the
tooth root, Then haG becomes, fictitious and is defined in-
versely by Equation 17.

Generation of the tooth fillets. The coordinates of point S
in the normal section of a hob or of a rack cutter, Fig. 12,
are given by Equation 31 and Equation 17 of Reference (1),

By using the present symbols, with m" '* 1:

l
~m. '1:/2- a U(J

Un - __ ,_n+ hao tanan. + 0.0 tan n - --
4 2 (OSCin

w -h..o - "so mn -0..0

(18)

(19)



SPUR GEAR FUNDAMENTALS ...
(continued from page 45)

weaker than those of the gear when stand-
ard proportions are used. They are nar-
rower at the root and are loaded more

often. If the speed ratio is three, each pin-
ion tooth will be loaded three times as
often as any gear tooth. Furthermore, if
the number of teeth is less than the theo-
retical minimum, undercutting - with its
resulting loss of strength -cannot be

\
\
\

Fig. 22 - EHeel of changing the pressure angle. Interference and contact ratio vary inversely with the pressure
angle. When the pressure angle increases from 01 to O2, the involute section between the pitch line and the base
line lengthens. tending to alleviate interference. The path of contact, however, shortens, thereby effectively
lowering the contact ratio. (Only the path of approach is shown.)

Fig. 23- tong and short addenda.
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Fig, 24 - Backlash,

avoided. These adverse conditions can be
circumvented by specifying nonstandard
addenda and dedenda.

long and Short Addenda or Profile
Shift Gears. In order to strengthen the
pinion tooth, avoid undercutting and im-
prove the tooth action, its dedendum may
be decreased and the addendum increased
correspondingly. In practice. this is done
by retracting the gear cutter a predeter-
mined distance from its standard setting
prior to cutting. Each pinion tooth
becomes thicker and, therefore, stronger
(Fig. 23). For such pinions to mesh pro-
perly with the driven gear, on the same
center distance, the addendum of each
driven tooth is correspondingly decreased
and its dedendum increased. Although the
gear teeth have thus become weaker, the
net effect has been one of equalizing tooth
strengths. The increased outer diameter of
the pinion and decreased outer diameter
of the gear have been achieved without
changing the pitch diameters,

Extended Center Distance. In this ar-
rangement a modified pinion is meshed
with a standard gear, Pinions with de-
creased dedenda and increased addenda
have thicker teeth than equivalent standard
gear teeth. They also provide less space for
any mating gear tooth. Consequently, pro-
per mesh requires a larger center distance.

Both modifications are widely used
because they can be achieved by means of
standard cutters. A different setting of the
generating tool is all that is required.

Backlash (B)(tooth thinning), in general,
is play between mating teeth (Fig.24). It oc-
curs only when gears are in mesh. In order
to measure and calculate backlash, it is
defined as the amount by which a tooth
space exceeds the thickness of an engaging
tooth. The general purpose of backlash is
to prevent gears Irom jamming together
(making contact on both sides of their teeth
simultaneously). Backlash also compen-
sates for machining errors and beat expan-
sion. It is obtained by decreasing the tooth
thickness and thereby increasing the tooth
space or by increasing the center distance
between mating gears.

These modifications will improve
primarily the kinematics of spur gears.

Acknowledgement:
Reprinted from Hindhede/Zimrnerman/Hopkins/
Ersrrum/Hull I Lang, Machine Design Fundametltais:
A Practical Approach, c 1983, Excerpted by perrnis-
sian of Prentice-Hall. Inc., Englewood Cliffs, NJ.


